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This is my edited and typed version of 9 pages of hand written notes from an 

interview Alex Jones had with Dr. Epstein on October 6, 2023 on 

https://www.infowars.com/ . 

 

Dr. Epstein has captured 21 million search suggestions from Google and they do 

not like you doing that.  He is capturing their history and reporting the facts in this 

amazing interview.  Here is one paper on his work - 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4535163 

 

 

Here are hits on the key word search in StartPage for "search suggestions effect" - 

https://www.startpage.com/do/dsearch?query=search+suggestions+effects&cat=we

b&pl=ext-ff&language=english&extVersion=1.3.0 

 

Here is a working web site tracking Google Big - 

https://www.mygoogleresearch.com/.  This site shows interviews Dr. Epstein has 

had with major conservative media figures about his project to capture and analyze 

the data messaging Big Tech is using to false flag the public.  He has 12,000 some 

field agents in all 50 states. See extract photo next page. 

 

Americas Digital Shield - 

https://americasdigitalshield.org/dashboard_mockup.html.  This site shows some 

49,360,123 data representations of daily online content from various search engine 

results, YouTube suggestions, newsfeeds which is content that is generated 

temporarily to deliberately manipulate public behavior.  He began this project in 

2016 and runs the collection and analyzing 24 x 7 with the help of others in 50 

states.  Big Tech is running a psychological operation to influence every facet of 

public behavior they can according to Dr. Epstein, especially elections.  He is 

discovering the bias format Big Tech is sending out.  A Representative sued 

Google last year regarding tens of millions of emails diverted by Google after they 

said they did not have the data.   

 

 

 

 

https://www.infowars.com/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4535163
https://www.startpage.com/do/dsearch?query=search+suggestions+effects&cat=web&pl=ext-ff&language=english&extVersion=1.3.0
https://www.startpage.com/do/dsearch?query=search+suggestions+effects&cat=web&pl=ext-ff&language=english&extVersion=1.3.0
https://www.mygoogleresearch.com/
https://americasdigitalshield.org/dashboard_mockup.html
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Tech Watch - https://techwatchproject.org/  

"It All Began... 

Our journey began in 2013 when Dr. Robert Epstein discovered ‘The search engine manipulation 

effect.’ He demonstrated that biased rankings in search engines have the potential to shift the 

voting preferences of undecided voters at significant rates. This study laid the groundwork for 

our team. 

https://techwatchproject.org/
https://www.mygoogleresearch.com/
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Motivated by these findings and others like them, a group of individuals came together to learn 

more. Although the initial study sparked our interest, our focus goes beyond the potential bias in 

search engines. We’re working to develop systems that promote transparency on the 

internet by studying mainstream sources of information – from social media to news 

outlets." 

YouTube is part of Google.  70% of videos are recommended by Google software.  

Google can use software to shift voter's opinion or peoples thinking about anything 

not unlike how media bias effects people's thinking.  This is the fatal flaw in search 

engines to alter peoples thinking.  

My notes of interview continue. 

 

They have been using this power for years! They can use techniques you cannot 

see. 

 

Google and Face Book are spreading election stories so they are not looked at!   

How Google stopped the red wave by The Epoch Times - 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/how-google-stopped-the-red-wave-

4859553 

 

Dr. Epstein recommends the following search engine - https://brave.com/.  

 

This is another of his sites - https://medium.com/@re_53711/seven-simple-steps-

toward-online-privacy-20dcbb9fa82  (www.myprivacytips.com ) 

 

They are shriveling you.  No one should use Gmail.  Android is part of Google.   

They work closely with Intel agencies with USA and all countries. 

 

Google is most powerful mind control than any country.  5 billion people/day use 

Google so this is social engineering. 

 

Google's The Selfish Ledger - https://www.techspot.com/news/74685-selfish-

ledger-google-dystopian-vision-populace-control-through.html  

 

The Selfish Ledger by The Verge - 

https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/17/17344250/google-x-selfish-ledger-video-

data-privacy "Google has built a multibillion-dollar business out of knowing everything about its 

users. Now, a video produced within Google and obtained by The Verge offers a stunningly ambitious 
and unsettling look at how some at the company envision using that information in the future." 

 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/how-google-stopped-the-red-wave-4859553
https://www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/how-google-stopped-the-red-wave-4859553
https://brave.com/
https://medium.com/@re_53711/seven-simple-steps-toward-online-privacy-20dcbb9fa82
https://medium.com/@re_53711/seven-simple-steps-toward-online-privacy-20dcbb9fa82
http://www.myprivacytips.com/
https://www.techspot.com/news/74685-selfish-ledger-google-dystopian-vision-populace-control-through.html
https://www.techspot.com/news/74685-selfish-ledger-google-dystopian-vision-populace-control-through.html
https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/17/17344250/google-x-selfish-ledger-video-data-privacy
https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/17/17344250/google-x-selfish-ledger-video-data-privacy
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Google wants an AI global takeover. 

 

They do something in each country and do whatever they want to do very self 

serving. 

 

It is not clear who is making the decisions.  98% of donations go to Democrats and 

progressive left. 

 

We have to have monitoring systems! 

 

www.epsteintestimony.com - https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4807816/user-clip-

congressionalhearing-16july2019-testimonybydrrobertepstein 

 Congressional_Hearing-16July2019-Testimony_by_Dr_Robert_Epstein 
 U.S. Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Hearing on Google and Censorship 

 How Dr. Epstein proposes to end Google's worldwide monopoly on search. 

 This is a must view only 7:21 minutes. 

 Big Tech can shift 15 million votes. 

 

Republicans do not like regulation and democrats won't do anything so nothing is 

done about this problem. They are indoctrinating our children.  It is creepy stuff 

and scary. They work with China to help them suppress their own people.   

Who is making the decisions? 

 

Dr. Martin Weiss of https://finance.weissratings.com has also connected this chain 

of breaking and collapsing the sovereignty of the privacy and identity of the 

American state Citizen to the banking sector.  Warning:  This is a link to his 

marketing publication to sell his material.  I only offer this as a FYI to understand 

how far the theft of only one of your 70 some and counting divine unalienable 

rights can go.  The theft of any one of your unalienable rights is the theft of your 

life.   

 

Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

http://www.epsteintestimony.com/
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4807816/user-clip-congressionalhearing-16july2019-testimonybydrrobertepstein
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4807816/user-clip-congressionalhearing-16july2019-testimonybydrrobertepstein
https://finance.weissratings.com/
https://finance.weissratings.com/reports/SMR/fedc-shrt-68-49-ext-updt-sm-2307/tx-1s/?ec=ASMRTAZ01_232&sc=EVERF&transaction_id=3fb2af29c569475cb9430215b60301dd&ppt=2
https://finance.weissratings.com/reports/SMR/fedc-shrt-68-49-ext-updt-sm-2307/tx-1s/?ec=ASMRTAZ01_232&sc=EVERF&transaction_id=3fb2af29c569475cb9430215b60301dd&ppt=2
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/UnalienableRightsNew.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/UnalienableRightsNew.htm

